SIB 36 02 22
DIGITAL TIRE DIAGNOSIS: DISCONTINUATION OF QR CODE ON PIRELLI
TIRE SIDEWALLS

2022-06-27

MODEL
F44 (2 Series Gran
Coupe)

G26 (4 Series Gran
Coupe)
All models from start
of production

G20 (3 Series Sedan)

G22 (4 Series Coupe)

G23 (4 Series
Convertible)

G26 BEV (4 Series
Gran Coupe)

I20 (iX Sports Activity
Vehicle)

G70 (7 Series Sedan)

SITUATION
Starting mid-May 2022, the QR code on the tire sidewalls of Pirelli tires has been omitted due to patent reasons.
Instead of the QR code, Pirelli tires will be equipped with a QR code sticker so that the RDC programming can still
be ensured. Example picture of the QR code sticker below:

INFORMATION
The QR Code sticker will be valid for all Pirelli tires from mid-May to July 2022. After July, the “Texa Tool” will get a
software update and will be enabled to completely program the RDC module for tires without a QR code.
Therefore, the QR code sticker will phase-out after July.
Note that only Pirelli tires will have the QR code sticker. All other tire brands will keep the QR code on the tire
sidewall until further notice. Continue to follow the normal RDC Programming procedure with tires that have a QR
code sticker. The only change is the positioning of the QR code (on the sticker and not on the sidewall).
NOTE: Remove all stickers on the tire only after the programming of the RDC, to make sure the QR code is
available when using the RDC tool.
A separate SIB will be published once the Software of the Texa Tool update is available.

CLAIM INFORMATION
Not applicable.
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To submit feedback for the technical topics of this bulletin: Submit your
feedback in the rating box at the top of this bulletin
To submit feedback for the CLAIMS section of this bulletin: Submit an IDS
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Documentation Portal
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